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Abstract. This paper develops the minimum scrambling source coding method
on the basis of 8-bit symbol. The symbol is formed with upper (column) 4-bit
sub-symbol and lower (row) 4-bit sub-symbol. This paper shows the
combination method of upper sub-symbol and lower sub-symbol to make
unscrambling symbols. This paper also presents the way how to make a
minimum scrambling character source coding with the symbols. After the
unscrambling and scrambling symbol is confirmed by the developed method,
each character is coded by a symbol or symbols on the basis of probability of
the character use frequency. A character that has high use frequency is given an
unscrambling symbol(s) but a character that has low use frequency is coded a
scrambling symbol(s). When the number of characters is equal to or less than
the number of the unscrambling symbols, the scrambling in the line coder is not
generated. But if the number of character is exceeded the number of the
unscrambling symbols, the characters are coded based on a probability of the
character use frequency. The developed method applies all kinds of source
coding system that affects data transmission signal.
Keywords: AMI, Line Coding, Scrambling, Source coding, Symbol

1 Introduction
A characters entered in information devices is coded in basis of a symbol of 7-bit,
combination of upper sub-symbol (column) 3-bit × lower sub-symbol (row) 4-bit or 8bit, combination of upper sub-symbol 4-bit × lower sub-symbol 4-bit[1]. Such a coding
is the character source coding. Text files are stored in binary format or through a binary
code on information device such as computers. So source coding limits on data storage.
The source code is transmitted into the transmission line from information device.
Therefore, the source code should be transformed to the line code through the line
coding or channel coding. The methods of line coding are RZ, NRZ, Manchester and
AMI and so on [2]-[3]. The characteristic of source code effects on selection of the line
coding method in the line coder. The AMI coding method has been used into the line
coding system for the long distance transmission signal. The AMI line coding system
requires a scrambling function to avoid the continual bit 0s in the line code caused by
the continual bit 0s in the source code [4]. That is, the scrambling function directly
affects the quality and efficiency in the data transmission.
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Therefore, the symbol of source codes related to the scrambling is very important
factor in viewpoint of the signal transmission.
This paper shows the combination method of upper sub-symbol 4-bit and lower subsymbol 4-bit to make an unscrambling source code. This paper also presents the way
how to make a minimum scrambling source coding with the combined codes. After
confirms the unscrambling and scrambling codes, each character is given a code on the
basis of the probability of the character use frequency. The scrambling and
unscrambling code is given to a character of the low and high use frequency
respectively. When the number of characters is equal to or less than the number of the
unscrambling codes, the scrambling in the line coder is not generated. But if the
number of character is over the number of the unscrambling codes, the characters are
coded based on a probability of the character using frequency. In this case, the
scrambling generation frequency in the line coder is reduced. The developed method in
this paper applies to HDB-3 [5]-[6] scrambler that scrambles the sequential 4-bit “0” to
a certain bits pattern in the line coder.
On the other, the variable length codes have been used to improve the efficiency of
data transmission by means of reducing the data bit rate. The typical variable length
codes are Morse code and Huffman code [7]. The concept of the variable length
coding is that the small bit symbol to the high use message, the many bit symbol to the
low use message [8]. Even though the existing character source code has a fixed or
uniformed symbol such as on the basis of 7-bit or 8 bits length, the minimum
scrambling source coding developed in this paper is realized with the concept of the
variable length symbols. That is, much consecutive bit “0” s code is assigned to a low
probability character in the use frequency and small consecutive bit “0” s code is
assigned to a high probability character in the use frequency. If this method is applied
to the character source coding, the scrambling frequencies in the line coder caused by
the source code are ultimately minimized or completely deleted. On the other hand, the
existing character source coding is performed by means of a software technical in the
presentation layer of OSI standard. Otherwise, the line coding is processed by means
of a hardware technical in the physical layer. If the developed method for the
minimum scrambling source coding in this paper is applied to the character source
coding, the hardware-based scrambling function for the source code in the physical
layer is replaced to the software-based source coding technical in the presentation
layer. Therefore, the minimum scrambling source coding method also improves the
flexibility and operability of the transmission system and increases the efficiency of
the data transmission.

2 Minimum Scrambling Source Coding Method
According to the ECMA-35 standard, the 8-bit symbols have total 256 codes by 16
columns and 16 rows. It is divided into two areas; one for the control function code,
the other for the letters and symbols code. The column 00 and 01, 08 and 09 areas are
used for the main and sub control function codes respectively. The remaining areas are
assigned for the graphic character codes. The 7-bit code system is simply
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transformed to the 8-bit codes system by adding the highest order bit b8 “0” with
together b7 to b1 [9]. ASC11 7-bit code [10] is converted to 8-bit code like this.
The Unicode system is an international standard for the character source codes. The
Unicode system is on the basis of the unit combination system, upper sub-symbol 4bit and lower sub-symbol 4-bit. And then each code consists of 16-bit, lower subsymbol 4-bit and upper sub-symbol 12-bit [11]. On the other hand, now the most use
UTF code system in Website is UTF-8 code system [12]. The Unicode code is
transformed to UTF code system when it is transmitted into a transmission line The
UTF-8 code is 24-bit code made by adding 8 bits to the Unicode system [13].
Therefore, Unicode system gives definitely an influence to the transmission signal.
Like the ASCII character code system, Unicode system also does not have any special
rule for code assignment in code area.
2.1 Combination rule between Upper and Lower sub-symbol
The combination method between the upper and lower sub-symbol for the
construction of minimum-scrambling source codes is developed as follows. A code
means a symbol combined by two sub-symbols, for example X2+X1(8-bit) or
X4+X3+X2+X1(16-bit). Here, X is sub-symbol. First, confirm all codes in a coding
area which have consecutive 4-bit “0”. To do that, this paper develops the rule to
identify an unscrambling code and scrambling code in the coding area. Table 1 & 3
show it. Table 1 shows the rule to make a code by combing the upper and lower subsymbol on the level of the lower sub-symbol b4~b1 [14]. Table 3 shows the rule to
make a symbol with sub-symbols on the level of upper sub-symbol b4~b1. The rule is
applied to the HDB-3 scrambling method. Second, draw the minimum-scrambling
source coding map as shown in Table 2 & Table 4.
Lower sub-symbol to Upper sub-symbol combination. Table 1 shows rule to make
an 8-bit symbol for minimum scrambling source coding. In the Table, the combination
limitation in upper sub-symbol means that upper sub-symbol 4-bit, b8~b5 must not be
combined to lower sub-symbol b4~b1 because of occurrence of consecutive 4-bit
“0”s. For example, Let a lower sub-symbol be 0hex (0000bit), the lower sub-symbol
cannot be combined to 0~Fhex in upper sub- symbol because all codes have
consecutive bit “0” exceeding 4-bit “0”s due to the low sub-symbol (0000) binary. If a
lower sub- symbol is 1hex (0001)binary, it cannot be combined to 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, A, C,
Ehex in upper sub-symbols. But it can be permitted to combine to 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, B,
D, and Fhex. In Table 2, mark “X” is expressed the scrambling symbol in a symbol or
a code. In Table 2 and Table 4, mark “X” is expressed the scrambling symbol in a
symbol or a code. In case of a symbol or code based on 8-bit, there is one double
scrambling symbol in sub-symbol 0 plus upper sub-symbol 0. Mark “Z” symbol is
double scrambling symbol.
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Table 1. Rule to make a symbol for Minimum Scrambling Source Coding. Lower sub-symbol
b4~b1 base
Lower Subsymbol (Hex)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

Upper Sub-symbol
Combination limit
Combination permit
All
0, 2, 4, 6, 8, A, C, E
1, 3 ,5 , 7, 9 , B, D, F
0, 4, 8, C
1, 2, 3, 5,6, 7, 9, A, B, D, F
0, 4, 8, C
1, 2, 3, 5,6, 7, 9, A, B, D, F
0, 8
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0, 8
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0, 8
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0, 8
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F
0
1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F

Table 2. Minimum-Scrambling Source Coding Map from Table 1
LOWER SUB
S

UPPER SUB-SYMBOL(HEX)

0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0
Z X X X X X X X X
1
X
X
X
X
X
2
XY
X
3X
X
4
XYYY
5
X
6
XY
7
X
8
X Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
9
X
A
X Y
B
X
C
X Y Y Y
D
X
E
X Y

Y M B O L

F

A B C D E
X X X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

F
X X
X
X
X

X

X
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Upper sub-symbol to Lower sub-symbol combination. Table 3 shows rule to make
an 8-bit symbol for minimum scrambling source coding based on upper sub-symbol to
lower sub-symbol. In the Table 3, the combination limitation in upper sub-symbol
means that lower sub-symbol 4-bit, b8~b5 must not be combined to upper sub-symbol
b4~b1 because of occurrence of consecutive 4-bit “0”s. For example, let an upper subsymbol be 0hex (0000) binary. In this case, all lower sub-symbol 0-Fhex cannot be
combined with upper sub- symbol 0hex because all code have consecutive bit “0” due
to upper sub-symbol (0000) binary. When upper sub-symbol is 1hex (0001) binary, it
cannot be combined with 0hex in lower sub-symbols. But it can be permitted to
combine with all lower sub-symbols except 0hex. The upper sub-symbol limits to
combine with O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7hex low sub-symbol in case of upper sub-symbol
8hex. In Table 4, mark “X” is expressed the scrambling symbol in a symbol or a code.
In case of a symbol or code based on 8-bit in Table 3, there is one double scrambling
in sub-symbol 0 plus upper sub-symbol 0 same as in Table 1. Mark “Z” symbol is
double scrambling symbol.
Table 3. Rule to make a symbol for Minimum Scrambling Source Coding. Upper SubSymbols b8~b5 base
Upper subsymbols (hex)
0

All

Lower Sub-Symbol (hex)
Combination limitation
Combination permission
-

1
2

O
O,1

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F

3

O

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,,E,F

4
5
6
7
8

O,1,2,3
O
O,1
O
O,1,2,34,5,6,7

4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F

9
A
B
C
D

O
O,1
O
O,1,2,3
O

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F

E
F

O,1
O

2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F

Table 4 Minimum Scrambling Source Coding Map from Table 3

Upper Sub
S y m b o l
0

88

Z

Lower Sub-Symbol (Hex)
0
X

1 2 3
X X X

4
X

5
X

6 7 8 9 A B C D E F
X X X X X X X X X
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F

X
Y
Y
Y
XX
Y
X
Y
XXXX
X
XX
XX
X X X X X X X X
X
X X

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

X
X X X
X
X X
X

2.2 Combination of multi sub-symbol
Most of the characters codes are made of by means of combination of sub-symbols
such as additional sub-symbols are added to a basic 8-bit symbol in Table 1 and Table
3. For instance, a symbol X1+ X2 in Table 1 and Table 3 is added to additional subsymbols X3+X4, ∙∙∙, Xn. The additional sub-symbols or following sub-symbols are
combined to a preceding symbol according to the combination rule to make a basic
symbol in Table 1 and Table 3.

2.3 Combination between Preceding code and Following code
When a code is made of by combination of sub-symbols, combination criteria is the
leftmost bit in lower sub-symbol in Table 1 the rightmost bit in upper sub-symbol in
Table 3. That is, when the leftmost bit in lower sub-symbol in Table 1 or the
rightmost bit in upper sub-symbol in Table 3 in following code is connected to the
rightmost bit in upper sub-symbol in preceding code, scrambling is generated because
of occurrence of over consecutive 4-bit 0. For example, in Table 1 and Table 2, Let
assume there are two codes and are connected when are sequentially entered into line
coder to be transformed to transmission signal. The preceding and following code is
X2+X1= (1+1)hex = (00010001)binary and X2+X1= (2+2)hex = (00100010) binary
respectively. Here upon, low subscript 1 and 2 is expressed lower and upper subsymbol respectively. As shown here, each of the two codes does not be scrambled.
But when the two codes are combined such as (2+2+1+1)h
=
(0010001000010001)bi , scrambling is generated. Therefore, combination between
preceding code and following code should be considered to make unscrambling code.
Mark “Y” in Table 2 and Table 4 is scrambling symbol which is occurred when
preceding symbol and following symbol are connected.
ex

nary
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2.4 Minimum-Scrambling Source Coding Method

To make a minimum-scrambling source coding, firstly each character is arranged
in coding area in accordance with the use frequency and characteristic of the
character. For example, characters that have high probability in use frequency and
communication protocols are arranged in unscrambling area. Otherwise,
characters that have low probability in use frequency and are used for device-own
control are arranged in a scrambling occurrence area.
Let suppose as follows. C (i) is total number of symbols or codes in coding
Table. Here, i = 2n, n is the number of bit a symbol. For example, if the bit
number of a symbol is 7-bit and 8-bit, the number of symbols is 128ea and 256ea
respectively. Ss (lu) or Ss (ul) is scrambling symbol, l=lower sub-symbol,
u=upper sub-symbol. Therefore, an 8-bit symbol generates maximum two times
scrambling. For instance, a symbol which consists of lower sub-symbol 0 hex plus
upper sub-symbol 0hex occurs two scrambling. Ss (r) and Ss (c) is the number of
scrambling symbols in a column or row respectively. Here, r and c is shown the
figure 0~F in column or row.
( )

( ) ∑ ( )

( )

(1)

So, there are maximum 16 scrambling in a row or column. Let SsT be total
number of scrambling symbols in the coding Table.
∑

( )

( )

(2)

Let P (i) be the probability of use frequency of a character.
∑

( )

(3)

Let SSUT be total scrambling-unrelated symbols. Then, total number of symbols or
codes C (i) is,
( )

(4)

Then, average amount of character use frequency is Cf .
( )

( )

(5)

Table 2 is a minimum source coding map based on Table 1. The coding map has
four kinds of symbols, X, Y and Z. Each of these symbols has scrambling weight
value. But the scrambling weight values are different in a symbol and a
combination symbols. The scrambling weight value of X, Y and Z is 2, 1 and 3 in
a symbol respectively. Let assume that scrambling frequency rate in a symbol Sfr
be. Then (1) is developed as follows,
( )

90

( )

∑(

)

( )

( )

(6)
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Let CN be total source coding characters. If SSUT ≥ CN, scrambling is not occurred.
But If SSUT ≤ CN, scrambling is generated. In the latter case, following requirement
must be satisfied to minimize the average amount of scrambling frequency rate
Sfrav.
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

(7)
( )

( )

(8)

3 Minimum-Scrambling Source Coding Analysis
Table 2 is a minimum source coding map based on Table 1. The coding map has
four kinds of symbols, X, Y and Z. Each of these symbols has scrambling weight
value. But the scrambling weight values are different in a symbol and a
combination symbols. The scrambling weight value of X, Y and Z is 2, 1 and 3 in
a symbol respectively. From (6), the scrambling frequency rate in a column or row
in Table 2 is calculated as follows,
( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
* ( )
* ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
* ( )

* ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )
( )

.
.
.
( )

( )

(9)
From (9), the low sub-symbol 0hex in row is the worst one to combine to upper subsymbols and next 1, 2, 3 and so on sequentially. In case of the low sub-symbol 0hex
in row, scrambling symbols are 16ea and scrambling occurrence is 17times because
but scrambling frequency rate is 33. Let assume that a character is coded with 4
sub-symbols with 16-bit like X4+X3+X2+X1. Here, low subscript is the sequence
number of combination. If the code consists of 04+03+02+01 and 84+43+22+11,
scrambling is occurred 4-time and 3-time as follows respectively.
(
(

)
)

= 0000 0000 0000 0000bin
= 1000 0100 0010 0001bin

(10)

In these two cases, scrambling occurs more than two times in one code. However,
in case of 54+23+32+11 and 54+63+32+21, scrambling is not occurred.
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(
(

)
)

(
(

)
)

(11)

Let the number of scrambling characters be 16ea. The characters are coded
sequentially from the leftmost blank in 0th row in Table 2. Let suppose that a
character CN (0) is coded in the leftmost coding position 00hex (lu) and probability
of the character, P (0) is 0.3. And then, 16- characters are coded by symbols in
row 0 to 15 with same condition as the leftmost one and even probability. In this
case, according to (5) and (6), the average amount of the scrambling frequency
Sfrav is calculated as follows,
([
[

()
()
[
(

( )+ [∑
( )+ [
()
) [(

()
()
)

()
( )+
( )+
[
()
+

(12)
( )+

However, when characters are coded in 1th and 9th in row with equal condition in
0th in row, average amount of the scrambling frequency, Sfrav(1th) and Sfrav(9th)
are as following,
()(
()(

) [( )
) [(

)+
)

(13)

)+

If character of probability 0.3 in symbol Ss (10) and Ss (90) is assigned in
unscrambling symbol, average amount of scrambling frequency rate for
characters in the rows becomes 0.658 and 0.094 respectively.

5 Conclusion
This paper develops the minimum-scrambling character source coding method for
the 8-bit code based on upper sub- symbol 4-bit and lower sub-symbol 4-bit. The
codes made by the method will be optimum source codes in the line coder which
uses the HDB-3 scrambling method. When the character is coded by using the
developed method of the minimum-scrambling source coding, the scrambling
frequency in the line coding is drastically minimized.
This paper simulates the developed method with Latin UTF-8 code table but this
method can be applied all kinds of source coding system which affects data
transmission signal. The simulation result shows that average amount of scrambling
frequency rate is decreased 0.0 from minimum 0.43 to maximum 0.96. This result
indicates that from the viewpoint of cost-effectiveness, operational and data
transmission efficiency in the line coder is greatly improved. Besides such effects,
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operation flexibility of device also improves. The reason is that the scrambling is
performed in the physical layer with hardware-based but the minimumscrambling source coding method is treated in the presentation layer with
software-based same as to an existing source coding layer. Hereafter, the
character source coding system such as Spanish, Chines, Korean and so on would
be developed on the basis of the developed minimum scrambling method. To do
that and prove the effectiveness, feasibility, reality and so on of the developed
method in this paper, the similar source coding systems such as UNICODE,
UTF-8 coding system and so on will also be studied.
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